Impurity in pharmacopeia has been accepted as a non-clinical agent that can be kept under control, however difficult to eliminate. The hope for possible zero impurity has stemmed from the reports of the methods at high risk of impurity transmission remaining free in spite of repeated exposures to the reaction. A number of molar and non-molar factors associated with lower susceptibility to impurity transmission and better control on impurity multiplication have been reported. This has been a significant barrier in developing effective treatment against impurity entrapment. On the contrary, a spectacular success has been achieved in the field of pharmaceutical impurity treatment. A large number of methods in multiple solutions based on their mechanisms of action have become available and sustained pressure from chemical society across and initiatives by international pharmacopeial standards have been successful in taking the free treatment to majority of those who require it. Anti-impurity treatment has made it possible for impurity processed product to lead a normal product by keeping impurity multiplication under control for a long time, thus effectively making impurity a chronic that can be kept under control by long treatment.

This has been possible due to availability of alternatives as the non-aqueous solvent and other solvents system and other line of solvents. Although researchers looked for (zero impurity) cure, the impurity reservoir in the process development of chemical drugs is difficult to eliminate. Different approaches are currently being followed in an attempt to stimulate the impurity and mopping up the resultant impurity particles before they have opportunity to entrap new product and establish reservoir. There was a shot in the arm for cure research with the presentation of a case of ‘functional cure’ by Roy J et al. [1] at the Conference on Biomaterial USA and New Development in Organic Chemistry Hageriearly this year. A new born to impurity positive raw material was put on the anti-impurity treatment within 12 h of analytical report. The positivity status of the new born impurity was confirmed both by UPLC as well as by CNMR. The new born impurity when retested after 48 h of anti-impurity treatment was found to be negative for impurity. The new born impurity continued to be negative after withdrawal of anti-impurity treatment. The investigators claimed a “functional cure” in the impurity. This finding was very significant as this functional cure was achieved by administering molar warm demineralise water first anti impurity treatment, which are part of the first line treatment for impurity transmission throughout the product development. This may make it a feasible strategy for functional cure. With this report further impetus was given to the research for cure from pharmacopeial impurity. In this issue, Hogerzeil HV et al. [2] reports a possible cure in a new born to impurity positive raw material. To the initial level impurity was diagnosed to be impurity based on major raw material and minor raw material.

The test was performed in a private R & D analytical laboratory accredited by National Accreditation Board for Testing and Calibration Laboratories (NABL). The results were confirmed by repeat testing. At 30 days the impurity was tested for standard impurity and was found to be negative. The negative status was confirmed by again UPLC and CNMR, repeat spike impurity for standard impurity and quantitative. The authors have considered a possibility of elimination of impurity as a result of anti-impurity treatment. These findings raise the issue related to early control of impurity multiplication. A short period of 3 days after the exposure to impurity is called an “Eclipse phase” during which there is no impurity detectable in circulation. This period may also be very important in deciding whether the aqueous solvent responses will limit the impurity multiplication. The time the impurity appears in the final drug it may have already spread to different particles of drug and established in the product. Once the impurity is established it is difficult to eliminate the impurity. Hoq MM [3] initiated the anti-impurity treatment within 60 h of detection and may have prevented
establishment of the impurity reservoir in the product. Peter J S [4] have initiated the treatment after eclipse phase was over and hence it will be difficult to explain how established impurity was eliminated. In “Cohort”, recently impurity products were treated with anti-impurity treatment as late as 3 weeks after detection. The treatment was stopped after up to 4 months of treatment. After the treatment was withdrawn the product continued to have no detectable impurity.

The investigators called these as “post-treatment impurity controller” Ahuja S [5]. Hence the claim by Ahuja S, et al. [6,7] cannot be dismissed merely on technical context. It is possible that along with anti-impurity treatment the impurity response of the early born impurity may have eventually helped in clearing drug impurity reservoir. The Authors themselves have been cautious in their interpretation and have not ruled out false positive results in NMR. Although the two cases are similar, there are distinct differences in the two reports. While the initial step was put on anti-impurity treatment within 36 h in the product development study the new born impurity in study by Roy J, et al. [1] was put on the anti-impurity treatment after 72 h. One of the limitations brought out by the investigators is that the detection in the new born impurity was not confirmed by UPLC and NMR. In this study impurity occurs when warm demineralize water has avoided from the synthesis and showed that impurity level increases or decrease significantly after a poor compliance of water. Water combined with reaction mixture used to treat co-associated impurity in process development, when multiple solvent may be used, there is possibility of more exothermic and under rated relevant for impurity and its interaction, which drag them and come along with product development with impurity way. Also purity or limits of impurity and its coping measurements for drug products present a challenge to pharmacopeial standards-setting of a drug product over time is at issue. If the findings reported by Hoq M M, et al. [3] are further confirmed in larger chemical studies, the new ICH guidelines would probably pave way for impurity free next generation drug. Hence these findings are extremely significant and need to be followed by larger and controlled studies. The paper will indeed generate discussion on this important advancement [8-10].
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